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Comparative and excellent adjacent advice in German is very similar to the forms in English Grammar. We use comparative additive addition to comparing things. There are three comparative forms in German: positive (schön), comparative (schöner) and superlative (am schönsten). Learn how to form comparative and excellent ad-ads in German grammar. In the exercises, you
can practice what you've learned. The positive form is the basic form of the adible. We use it in the comparative expression so... whoas ... As. Example: Maria läuft so schnell who runs Susanne.Maria as fast as Susanne. Other comparative expressions that used positive adjacent words: genauso... who only if... if nicht so... whonot as... so fast so... wheelalmos as... if doppelt so...
Whotwice As... So... wheel if... if The comparative is the first form of comparison. The termination -er is added to the adible addition and the sentences are built with everything (as). Example: Friederike läuft schneller als Maria.Friederike runs faster than Mary. In German, all comparative adjacent genes are formed with -er. They differ from English comparative forms in that they
never formed with the word mehr (more). For example: → interests → more intervention, but not: → Mehr The superlative is the highest form of comparison. We put am or the definite article in front of the adition, and add -ths (n) to the end. The formation is the same for all adjectives, no matter how many syllables they have. Example: Friederike läuft am schnellsten. Friederike
runs the fastest. Sie is the schnellest Läuferin.Sy is the fastest runner-up. Adherent words ending with -d/-t or -s/-ß/ -x/-z usually form the superlative with -est. Example: laut - lauter - is lautestenloud - harder - harder - harder heißer - is heißestenhot - warmer - warmer Monosyllabic adjacent dresses often form the comparative with an umlaut. Example: jung - jünger - is
jüngstenyoung - younger - younger some adjacents have irregular comparative shapes (see table). For example: gut – besser – is better – better – best attributable adjective adjective sprays must be decreased in all comparative forms. To do this, we add the end for the comparative form, then the end for the declence. Attributable adible adible words always form the superlative
with the definite section. For example: the little Junge/der smallest Junge/der smallest Jungea little boy/the smallest boy/the smallest boy's end smaller Junge/end smaller Junge/der smallest Jun Tiny little boy/a smaller boy/the smallest boy Sample: wichtiger - is mathematical - more important - the main Predictive adjective injections can be the superlative not only with am, but
also with the definite article. When using the definitive article, we the end -th to the adible. Example: Diese Aufgabe ist am wichtigsten. This command is most important. Diese Aufgabe is not the most widest. This command is most important. Our online exercises for German help you learn and practice grammar rules in an interactive manner. To make sure you understand the
correct answers, we offer simple explanations as well as handy tips and tricks. Comparative Forms - Exercises Comparative Forms of Adible Things - Mixed Exercise Admissible Exercise - Zusatzübungen Becomes a Lingolia Plus member to access these additional exercises. Adjektiv-Typen – Auswahlübung de B1 Adjektiv-Typen – Typen bestimmen (1) de C1 Adjektiv-Typen –
Typen bestimmen (2) de C1 Steigerung der Adjektive – regelmäßige Steigerung (1) de A2 Steigerung der Adjektive – unregelmäßige Steigerung/Besonderheiten (1) de A2 Steigerung der Adjektive – attributive Adjektive (bestimmter Artikel, Singular) de A2 Steigerung der Adjektive – Positiv de A2 Steigerung der Adjektive – Komparativ de A2 Steigerung der Adjektive – Superlativ
de A2 Steigerung der Adjektive – alle Formen (1) de A2 Steigerung der Adjektive – alle Formen (2) de B1 Steigerung der Adjektive – alle Formen (3) de B1 Steigerung der Adjektive – alle Formen (4) de B1 A1Beginner A2Elementary B1Intermediate B2Upper intermediate C1Advanced Well, let's compare German and Chinese. So, in your opinion, which of these two languages is
easier to learn? Okay, probably you are an English-speaking, and if English is a German language, it's by far easier for you than Chinese. But due to the fact that the English language has its roots in German language, I would even say that German can learn the easiest foreign language for English speakers! Ha ha. Did you notice what I just did there? Well, I betrayed you.
Actually, I just needed context to illustrate the topic we're about today. Exactly, today's subject will be the German excellence and comparative! Hurrah! So, after the beautiful introduction to this topic, we will define what we actually speak. After that, I would like to show how you can use the German superlative and comparative in different situations – in the right way, of course. In
the following, let's clear up what German superlative and comparative actually is. What is the German Superlative and Comparative? Actually, it's pretty easy. Well, it's much easier than... Okay, ok... I'll stop here. Let's just try to resurch what we're talking about. If you want to compare two things, people, thoughts, actions, characteristics or whatever, you need a German
comparative. German superlative is used when you want to make a claim that something, relative to all others, has the most or the least of a given trait. In the same way, this definition is also valid for the and comparative in the English language. So, because of these similarities, I don't think that this subject will be too difficult for you. Anyway, in the event that you want to compare
things, people, thoughts, actions and so on, and these two in comparison properties are equal, you just have to use the expression so (as) and who (like) between them. Of course, instead of a German excellent or comparative. So, let's look at some examples that will illustrate what we're just trying to define. Comparison of equal features Ich bin so schön who er – I'm as beautiful
as he is. Positive administrative Ich bin schön. - I'm pretty. German comparative Ich bin schöner – I'm pretty German superlative Ich bin am schönsten – I'm the most beautiful In the next part of this article about German superlative and comparative, we will take a look at the way these constructions formed. In German there are different ways to compare certain persons, objects or
processes. This chapter deals with the different types of equation and represents its construction and special cases. What are the three degrees German ads? In English as well as in German, adjacents have three degrees compared: the positive, the comparative and excellence. For example: Das Bild ist schön. (positive) (The picture is reasonable.) Dein Bild ist schöner.
(comparative) (Your picture is more beautiful.) Unser Bild is schönsten. (excellent) (Our picture is the most beautiful.) While the positive form of an adjective simply describes the noun, a comparative adjective compares persons or things that are not equal. The out out outrain describes persons, actions or things that cannot be performed. How to form the comparative and
superlative to build the comparative or exceptional form, you need to separate the word stem and then add a specific end. Ends to form the excellent and comparative in German (using suffixes)The two forms of adible adjacents have different constructions. Both of them are built using a suffix: comparative form: base form of adjective + eruption form: am + base form of adjective +
-(e)stoneKeep in mind, that if a comparative or excellent adjective form becomes a noun, it takes the appropriate adjective end. Sometimes, in English the comparative and excellent shapes are composed by using more or most, as in more beautiful. Unlike Englisch, in German it can never be formed by mehr + adjective. Exceptional cases in the formation of the comparative and
exceptional naturally, there are certain cases, where you should be careful with. These are the exceptional cases by forming the comparative and superlative: Adjacent: Adjacents that cannot be used vergelykende of superlatiewe Adjectives wat nie gebruik kan word as vergelykende of of adjacent words cannot be captured in the composing or excellent form, because otherwise
the meaning of the words will be changed. The following administrative words cannot be increased: Administrative dresses representing colors (blue, grün, rot etc.) Adible advice that represents the highest level of something (quintessential, englisch, schwanger, maximum etc.) Compound adjectives where the additional part of the word already stands for the highest level (eiscalt,
Stockdunkel, zuckersüß etc.) Irregular adjectives using an umlautMost monosyllable adjectives with stem vowels of a, o or you take an umlaut when they are used in the comparative or exceptional form. Adjacent words with -el and -erIn some cases, adjacent ending with -el can drop the -e, while adjacents end with -er can drop the -e as well. Other irregular adjunct wordsThe
following general use adjuncts in German have irregular comparative and/or outstanding forms. Try to learn those words of heart because there is a change of word tribe and no strict rule you can follow. Different forms of comparative in GermanIn German there are different forms of comparative to express the superiority, the inferiority or the equality of two persons or objects.
Comparative of superiority Translation of inferiority Fulfilling equality Form of 'ever* + comparative Form of 'je' ... 'desto' + comparative1. Comparative of superiorityThe comparative of superiority is used to the inequality of two persons, things etc. How to form the equation of superiority is expressed using the construction of the comparative result by als (as).2. Comparative of
inferiority In contrast to it, this type of comparative addresses the inferiority of one person, thing etc. against another. It's built as follows: winner + adible + als (less + adible + axis + axis)3. Comparative equality equations that equality equity equity between two persons are expressed and built in the following way: Using the comparative inferiority and equality, it is not necessary to
change the adjacent 4. The form of 'deepening' + comparatively This type of comparative is used to describe things that are constantly increasing or degrading. The shape is built by just adding 'deepening' and forming the comparative of an adible. This type of comparison is not a comparison between two people or things, but rather a comparison between the same situation
compared to two different moments. There are also some special constructions with 'deepener'. deepen + mehr' and 'immersed + winner' By Using these constructions of 'immersing mehr' and 'immersed winner' it is important to reduce the adjective because it stands before the noun and therefore must be adjusted to it. Combining 'dippling + mehr' can be translated as 'more and
more' in English.The combination of 'dipple + winner' can be translated as 'less and less' in English.5. 'Je+ + 'desto' + compare the German combination of 'Yes... desto and 'Yes... umso' can be used equally. The English equivalent to it is 'the... the'. The specific thing about this construction is that you use two adplugs. There are some shortened phrases in German that use this
construction too, for example, 'Je mehr, desto besser' (the more, the better). Excellent in GermanThe excellence speaks the highest level of something. In German it is built by using: am + base form of adible + - (e)stoneDifferent forms of comparative in GermanBy using the comparative there are also different forms and some exceptions to the normal rule: Superlative of adjacent
adjacent adjacent adjacent absolute superlative 1. Excellence of attributable additive add-ons When using distinctive adlike-additive words the question is about when to use 'am' and when not. If the adjective is right before the noun, 'is' it does not use.2. Absolute excellence in GermanThe absolute excellence (or Elativ) is another possibility to escalate German adible. The
superlative is either formally identical with the superlative, or is built my addition of a prefix or a particle to an add-on. Elativ with particle: Wir labors mit extremist modern Maschinen daran. (We are working on it with extremely modern machines.) Elativ wirh prefix: Wir labour mit hochin maschinen daran. ((We are working on it with ultra-modern machines.) The difference of both
possibilities: Using the particle you have two words while you only have one word using the prefix. Often prefixes are used for forming the add-on forms.3. Relative excellence in GermanyWhat the absolute excellent display displays a very high grade beyond any comparison, the relatively superlative emphasizes a special person, object etc compared to others. Wir labors mit den
modernsten Maschinen ihrer Art. (We work with the most modern machines of its kind.) England hat the glacial match of Meisten Regentage in Europe. (Relatively, England have the most rainy days in Europe.) Es ist eines der best beere der Welt. (This is one of the best beers in the world.) world.)
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